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Professor E. H. L. Schwarz.
Ernest Hubert Lewis Schwarz was born in London and educated

at Westminster. He went out to South Africa about 1895 and spent
a year at Johannesburg as editor of the Scientific African. In 1896
he began a period of service on the Geological Commission of the
Cape of Good Hope on its formation under Dr. A. W. Rogers.
This lasted ten years, and was productive of a large amount of very
useful work, especially on the geology of the Cape System and older
rocks in the southern and western parts of Cape Colony, as well as
important contributions to the elucidation of the Cretaceous and
Tertiary of the eastern part of the same colony. In 1905 Schwarz
was appointed to the chair of geology at the Rhodes University
College, Grahamstown, a post which he continued to hold till the
time of his death. He published two small books ; one a most
useful summary of South African geology, the other entitled Causal
Geology, which contained much bold and probably unfounded
speculation. His later years were largely occupied by a great scheme
for reclaiming part of the Kalahari region and increasing the rainfall
of South Africa generally by diverting southwards some of the head-
waters of the Zambesi, which he believed to have originally run in
that direction, but to have undergone capture.

Schwarz was a man of much originality, and some of his ideas,
though geologically very unorthodox, were at least stimulating.

CORRESPONDENCE.
PSEUDOTACHYLYTE.

SIR,—It is well established that glassy films and veins of pseudo-
tachylyte and " flinty crush rock" are not igneous intrusions,
but result from the mechanical shearing of solid rock, and that the
liquid thus produced may be injected away from its source of origin
(see Clough, Maufe, and Bailey, Q.J.G.S., 1909, pp. 611-78, and
Shand, Q.J.G.S., 1927, pp. 198-221). The conclusion has been
drawn that at the surfaces of movement the temperature has been
raised sufficiently to melt the rock. The main difficulty lies in the
unlikelihood of the generation by friction of enough heat to fuse
minerals like quartz and felspar, and this finds support in that the
effects of high temperature are conspicuously wanting in the
majority of those occurrences which have been described—the
pseudotachylytes exhibit devitrification rather than normal
crystallization.

A clue to the origin of these puzzling rocks may perhaps be found
in the work of the late Sir George Beilby (Aggregation and Flow of
Solids, Macmillan, 1921). Beilby associates the properties of " cold-
worked " metals with the production at the planes of movement of
a vitreous modification—i.e. liquefaction may be induced by
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